SULPHUR SCHOOLS ATHLETIC DEPT.
“Guidelines for Basketball Gym 2020-2021”

We want to welcome everyone to Sulphur Public Schools in Sulphur, OK for the 20202021 Basketball and Wrestling seasons. This year with Covid-19 making impacts on our
communities, we have put the following guidelines in place for our athletic events at the
gymnasium. These guidelines are in place to keep you as safe as possible while watching
athletic events here in Sulphur. Thank you for your cooperation.
1. At home events we will be issuing tickets to the athletes competing from Sulphur and
the visiting team. We will be issuing 4 tickets per athlete and coach for each respective
team. Our gym seats 1024 people at full capacity, these tickets will keep our capacity
below 30% during the games. You must have a designated ticket for the event or you will
not be allowed to enter the facility!!!
2. Social Distancing is necessary and in effect at all athletic events – Masks will be
mandatory upon entering our gymnasium and must be worn at all times. Seating has
been marked and every other row will be available for seating to help with social
distancing
3. Students/Children MUST remain in the stands during the games and be accompanied
by an adult upon entry
4. There will be no loitering in the lobbies at the gymnasium
5. Concession stands will only serve bottled water/bottled soft drinks/bottled Gatorade/
packaged food items and boxed popcorn. Concession workers will be wearing masks and
gloves.
6. Home spectators will sit on the home side of gym only and visitors will sit on the visitor
side only!!!
7. Sportsmanship is very important at Sulphur Schools, but at this current time we feel it
is important for both teams to make their way to their respective locker rooms
immediately after the game is completed and avoid hand shake lines at the conclusion of
the contest
8. We will not be allowing visitors to bring a cheer team to our gym this season and our
cheer team will not be traveling to away games this year and Sulphur will have no more
than 12 cheerleaders at home games
9. As soon as the game is over, we ask that you exit the gymnasium promptly- please no
congregating near entry ways/exits or in the gym, you must exit the building! During Jh
basketball nights, once the game you are watching is over, we ask that you exit the gym
immediately to allow the most adequate social distancing for the other Jh games to be
played that night
10. Locker rooms will be deep cleaned before use and basketballs and equipment will be
kept sanitized during contests

